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WINNERS’Circle
Franz Discount Office
Products, Chicago Area
Dealer, Marks its 80th
Anniversary

The champagne’s on ice in Arlington
Heights, Illinois, where Rick and Jim
Franzese and their team at Franz
Discount Office Products are getting
ready to celebrate 80 years of service.
Rick and Jim represent the third generation of hands-on, family management
in the dealership, which positions itself as
a true one-stop resource for its customers with a product mix that includes
breakroom and janitorial products,
custom printing, stamps and business
awards, as well as more traditional office
supplies and furniture.
Business has been good at the TriMega
dealership, with a 15% sales gain last
year. The Franz team will be celebrating
its landmark anniversary and continued
growth with special promotions, product
giveaways and fun packages throughout
the year.

If good things are happening
at your dealership, please let
us know about them!!!
e-mail Simon by
CLICKING HERE.
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Twin Cities Dealer ‘LEEDS’ the
Way on New Green School
Construction
Dick Muenich is a
veteran of the office
furniture industry
who had a long
and distinguished
career at Haworth before joining St. Paul,
Minnesota-based Innovative Furniture
Solutions as VP of sales and marketing.
But he’s also a father of three and, he
says, grateful for the outstanding
education his children received from his
local public school system.
That’s why, in addition to keeping things
humming at Innovative, Dick has served
for the past nine years on his local school
board, currently as vice president. As
chair of its Facilities and Grounds
Committee, he is also playing a key role
in the planning and construction of a
new, LEED-certified school for kindergarten through Grade 5 children.
Construction on the new school is on
schedule and on budget, he says happily,
with doors due to open at the 89,000 sq.
ft. facility in September.
In addition to extensive use of recycled
materials and energy-efficient HVAC
systems, the building features special
prototype “green windows,” motion
sensors in all classrooms to control
lighting and uses natural daylight in
virtually every room, Dick reports.
Innovative itself has no direct involvement in the project—conflict of interest
concerns rule that out, Dick explains.
But, he says, his own involvement has
given him a real appreciation for the
intricacies of securing LEED certification.
continued on page 4
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Help
Them
Bring Music to
the City of Hope
It’s not often we use this space to highlight
one of our advertisers, but this time, it’s
more than justified.
Two of our industry’s “good guys”—Paul
Ventimiglia and Martin Clemente of
XStamper—want our money and for a very
good reason: to ease the pain and make
life a little easier for people battling cancer
and similar diseases.
Inspired by a visit to the miracle workers at
the City of Hope, they have come up with
a plan to raise funds for a piano for the
children and adults undergoing treatment
at the facility. The City of Hope’s own
motto says it best: “There is no profit in
curing the body if in the process we
destroy the soul.” Music is truly one of the
most effective soul foods for just about all
of us and Paul and Martin’s idea is an
original and very cost-effective way to
provide care for the souls of people who
need it most.
They’re looking to raise $20,000 by the
end of August and in an industry that
collectively spills many times that amount
every day, it’s not a lot to ask. If each one
of our own readers sends in just $5,
they’ve got all they need and then some.
And you can give a whole lot more than
that!
So scroll on down to page 19 and read
their ad. Then get out your checkbook and
send them a contribution. All of us have
felt the impact of cancer one way or
another and all of us have a role to play in
helping the fight against it. This is a great
way to help make a difference and it
deserves our enthusiastic and generous
support.
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“It’s been very much of an educational
process for me and with a number of our
own staff currently preparing for LEED
accreditation themselves, I’ve tried to
bring back what I’ve learned and share it
with our team. We’re seeing a great deal
of interest in sustainability among our
own clients and what we’re learning
today will be standard practice just a few
years from now.”
And why did he get involved in the first
place? “The School District has been
wonderful for our family and this was just
an opportunity to give something back,”
he says simply.
When “giving something back” involves
nine years’ worth of volunteer work,
committee meetings and more, that’s
something pretty special in our book and
an outstanding example of how
independent dealers of all kinds are
rooted in their community and working
hard to improve its overall quality of life.

Williams Office Environments,
North Carolina Dealer,
Celebrates Fiftieth Anniversary
In Fayetteville, North Carolina, Lamar
Williams and his team at Williams Office
Environments have something special to
celebrate this year, as their dealership
gets ready to mark 50 years of
continuous operations.
The company was founded in 1958 by
Lamar’s father, LaMar Williams, Sr., and
Thurman Williams, Jr. (no relation) and
initially sold mostly filing systems and
office machines. Today, sales are split
fairly evenly between office supplies
(Williams is an is.group member) and
office furniture, primarily Steelcase, with
some office machines and printing
thrown in for good measure.
Lamar himself started at the company in
1975 and became president in 1992. The
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dealership’s actual anniversary won’t be
until November, he says, so Lamar and
his team still have plenty of time to put
plans in place to celebrate. And when
they do, they’ll be popping champagne
over more than just an important
company milestone. Business over the
past two years has been “really good,”
Lamar reports, driven by the addition of
new contracts with local county
government and municipal organizations.
Our congratulations go to another
successful independent and here’s to the
next 50 years!

Bulldog Office Products,
Pittsburgh Dealer, Celebrates
40th Anniversary
Still not sure if there’s room for familyowned and operated businesses in
today’s office products industry? Just
ask any of the Fera family members at
Pittsburgh’s Bulldog Office Products. The
dealership was founded by the husband
and wife team of Frank N. and Yvonne
Fera in 1968 and forty years later, it’s still
going and growing strong!
Today, Bulldog operates from a 45,000
sq. ft. distribution center with some 94
employees and additional facilities in
Cleveland and Columbus, Ohio.
Frank N. and Yvonne are still very active
and an integral part of the business, with
the current generation represented by
CEO Christine Fera, president Michele
Liberatore (formerly Fera), secretary
Marisa Stevenson (formerly Fera),
treasurer Jodi Fera, IT director Mark Fera,
purchasing
director
Mike
Fera,
administrative assistant Melissa Fera and
sales director Frank L. Fera.
Business of late, reports Frank L., has
been strong for Bulldog, which is a
member of the Direct Purchasing Catalog
Group and AOPD and earned honors
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earlier this year as AOPD’s 2008 “Dealer
of the Year.”
Not bad for an outfit that literally started
out in the basement of Frank and
Yvonne’s house, and proof positive that
there’s still plenty of opportunity in the
office products world for hard-charging
family businesses with the right blend of
world class customer service and equally
strong business partners!

Gulf Coast Office Products
Expands GSA Business With
New Acquisition
Mark Wright and his team at Pensacola,
Florida-based Gulf Coast Office Products
haven’t been letting any grass grow
under their feet recently. Just a few
months after moving into a new, 38,000
sq. ft. distribution center, Mark closed a
deal to acquire Core Services, a 6-person
operation focused 100% on GSA
business.
Also based in Pensacola, Core will more
than double Gulf Coast’s current
government sales and brings a veteran
team of GSA experts to the Gulf Coast
family, says Mark.
Despite all the general gloom and doom
in the newspapers, Mark is clearly one
independent who’s made a decision not
to participate in any upcoming recession.
In addition to its Pensacola headquarters, the dealership also has
locations in Bay Minette, Mobile and
Montgomery, Alabama and Fort Walton
Beach, Florida.
“The Mobile market in particular is
looking very good for us,” he reports.
“Our profits are up and we’re looking
forward to taking advantage of new GSA
opportunities and growing that side of
the business.”

continued on page 6
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Break Dancers
Meeting room setups... the same old song and dance. Wouldn't a little spice
be nice? Safco offers a full line of conferencing solutions! Get everyone's full
attention with Safco's ultra sleek Rumba Height-Adjustable Lectern with
integrated reading light, or check out the vivaciously agile, change-me
when you-need-me Rumba Nesting Tables, fully customizable from shape to
shade! Plus both are completely mobile, which means you can setup a room
and reconfigure your next meeting in minutes! Enjoy your new free time.

Dance through your day.
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Crest Office Products, NYC Dealer, On the Move
After his dealership spent the past 34 years based in
Manhattan, Jordan Kudler and his team at New York City’s
Crest Office Products crossed the river to Long Island City last
month and moved into a new home.
The new facility, reports Jordan, is 40 percent larger—14,000
sq. ft., up from 10,000—and features energy-efficient lighting
fixtures and other cost saving features, as well as a far more
effective design for shelving and pick-pack flow.

resources director. In his new position, Turner will be
responsible for managing all human relations functions,
including employee relations, benefits administration, training,
development and regulatory compliance.
Turner brings more than 10 years of human resource experience
to the position. Prior to joining Goodmans, he served as human
resources manager for EMPACT-Suicide Prevention Center. He
also has previous human resource experience with the First
National Bank of Arizona, Devereux Arizona and McCarthy
Cabinet Company.

Craig Nielsen from is.group played a key role in crafting the new
design and, says Jordan, Craig did a terrific job of helping the
dealership operate more productively.

Denver Dealer Spaces
Expands into Northern Colorado Market
Denver Allsteel dealer Spaces has expanded into the Northern
Colorado market with the addition to its sales team of Sue Walker,
a long time resident of Fort Collins and a 20-year furniture industry
veteran. Fort Collins is located about 60 miles north of the
dealership’s headquarters and was recently ranked #1 on Money
Magazine’s “Best Places to Live” list.

Phoenix Dealer Goodmans
Interior Structures Names New
Human Resources Director
Brian Turner has joined Phoenix
Herman Miller dealer Goodmans
Interior Structures as its new human

Brian Turner

Installation made easy. Anywhere.

The First Network of Independent Installation Companies

Over 250 service providers offering trouble-free ofﬁce furniture
installation services throughout North America.
A network of installation professionals
24/7 access to real-time project status
information
Online Quotes, national capability and
experience

Consistent performance and service excellence
nationwide
A one-stop solution for multi-location projects
Moves, reconﬁgs, panel cleaning and more!

Call 1-888-GO-INSTALL Today or go to www.installnet.com
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It’s Not the Products
or the Price – It’s the
Bruce Office Supply marks its 25th year
in business in 2008. “We’re celebrating
with a major expansion now underway,
with a new, larger warehouse and a new
downtown furniture showroom,” says
owner and president Scott Bruce.
“We plan to double our sales to $15
million in the next two to three years,”
he states, “due primarily to a major
move into furniture.”
When asked about such an aggressive
expansion in these uncertain economic
times, Bruce responded, “I’ve chosen
not to participate in the recession!”
Scott Bruce is the second generation to
operate the business, which was
started by his father and mother as a
small retail store in 1983.
Scott’s parents retired last year, but
Scott has always worked in the
business and has been the owner since
2000.

It’s Our People
With double digit growth in recent
years, we asked, “What’s your secret?”
Scott Bruce said, “Everyone talks about
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People

by jim rapp
price, and that’s important, but every
one of our people is a salesperson—
we’re a sales-driven organization. We
have a great team here, we all work
hard and our attitudes are positive.”
He continues, “My philosophy is always
tell the truth whether the customer likes
it or not. Get the details right—that’s
very important in this business. We
realize that to the customer, product
offerings are about the same, so it really
comes down to people, and that means
all of our people, from sales to office to
warehouse to drivers.
“I know it sounds trite, but it’s more
than just good service—it’s our
outstanding employees who set us
apart. “They’re really good at what they
do, they know our customers and our
customers know them.”
Jim Hebert, president of Office
Partners, is Bruce’s friend and business
associate. He says, “We’re very proud
of Scott and what he’s accomplished.
He’s very smart. He listens and learns.
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Bruce Office Supply & Furniture
Birmingham, Alabama
Scott Bruce, President






Office supplies and furniture
Founded: 1983
Employees: 27
Sales: $7.5 million
Partners: Office Partners, S.P.
Richards
 Web: www.bruceoffice.com
 Online sales: 40 percent

He’s now one of the key players in this
market. His future looks bright indeed.”
Bruce, his family and his people are
involved in the many charitable
activities in Birmingham. Scott Bruce
was recently named “Small Businessperson of the Year” by the Chamber of
Commerce.
I predict that we’re going to hear a lot
more about the Bruce organization in
the future—another dealer helping build
the independent’s growing market
share.
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BOS Rolls
With the
Economic
Punches
and Comes
Out on Top
Business Office Systems
Chicago
 MANAGEMENT: Glenn Basgall, President
 PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: A full service furniture
dealership offering an array of furniture and
related services along with in-house capabilities
to see a project through from initial planning to
delivery and installation.
 EMPLOYEES: 125
 2007 GROWTH: 11% growth from 2006 and has
shown consistent 10% to 15% growth during
the past 4 years.
 FOUNDED: 1948
 KEY PARTNERS/PRODUCT LINES: Haworth, Lacasse,
OFS, HBF, HON, Izzy Design
 WEB: www.bos.com

Business Office Systems (BOS), a full-service
office furniture dealership based in Chicago, has
an uncanny knack for rolling with whatever
punches the economy might throw at it. Through
upturns and downturns, the company has
consistently been able to maintain a stable and
consistent business.
APRIL 2008

Navigating the twists and turns of a changing
economy isn’t always conducive to growth, but
BOS usually finds a way to make it work. “Over
the last three years and coming out of the last
recession we’ve shown growth at or above the
BIFMA rate for the overall industry,” reports BOS
president Glenn Basgall.
“We are stable with our growth heading into this
pending recession, and key over the years has
been our ability to work through recessions, or at
the very least, delay their impact on our
organization.”
Amazingly, one of BOS’s best years was 2001, a
year that found the country full into a recession.
What’s the company’s secret? One factor is a
solid new business focus. Another is adapting to
customer needs because needs are different and
budgets often smaller during a recession.
“Maybe they were doing X-amount per square
foot or per employee and they have to reduce that
number,” explains Basgall. “Or they need to
reconfigure existing space to fit more people per
sq. ft. Or they might consolidate locations. We can
help them with all of those scenarios. In general,
any change in a business environment is good for
us and we can assist a client in adapting.”
Helping customers falls squarely on the shoulders
of BOS employees. “We empower our employees
every day to make decisions on behalf of the
organization as well as our customers,” notes
Basgall. “We’re part ESOP (Employee Stock
Ownership Program), so that certainly reinforces
making the right decision for the company.”
Whether they’re new customers or long-time
customers, the reason customers pick BOS is its
consistency in personnel and service.
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“They appreciate one point of accountability and
very stable and predictable service,” says Basgall.
“Our clients like working with our employees,
whether it’s the sales person, the designer, the
customer service rep or the installer.”
There’s not a lot of turnover in personnel at BOS,
which helps with that predictable service
component. A blend of design support and
product solutions to meet every customer’s
budget is another asset.
“We have resources to buy back existing furniture
and integrate and blend used furniture with new.
Our competitors don’t do that di-rectly,” notes
Basgall. “Our services allow us to do everything in
house as opposed to outsourcing.”
Basgall rattles off a handful of other reasons for
the company’s success. “The cornerstone of our
success has been the diversity in our client base,
the internal skill sets of our team as well as the
diversity of Haworth and our other vendors.”
“Within the Chicagoland market, we reinforce our
stable heritage as an organization with in-house
services and we’ve done that since our
inception,” says Basgall.
“We also emphasize our innovative capabilities
and product and service solutions. We want to
reinforce that we’ve been there done it, but we
also want to be very urban and fresh when it
comes to providing solutions for end users and
their A&D partners.”
Although BOS can be easily pegged as an office
furniture dealer, Basgall has a more global view of
the company and its impact on customers. “We
emphasize that we are in the commercial real
estate industry,” says Basgall. “We’re part of a
company’s decision about how they operate and
we influence the way their employees work on a
daily basis.”
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If you have good news to share - email it to Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Silicon Valley Newspaper Finds ‘Tens of Thousands’ in
Overcharges, Other Pricing Problems With Office Depot California
State Contract; Small Business ‘Rarely Plays a Role’
First it was procurement officials in North Carolina who last year
uncovered major problems with overcharges and other
irregularities in their state contract for office supplies with Office
Depot. Then, similar problems prompted Georgia officials earlier
this year to suspend their state contract with the Florida-based
big box.
Now, it looks like California may be next, following a report this
month in the San Jose Mercury News on Office Depot’s current
contract with the state. The newspaper says it found tens of
thousands of dollars in overcharges and claims the contract has
failed to provide both the cost savings and increased
opportunities for small businesses that were promised when it
went into effect in 2006.
According to Mercury News investigative reporter Kimberly
Kindy, the annual cost to the state for its office supplies has risen
20% under the contract while the nine small businesses
presented as partners who were going to help Office Depot cut
the state’s costs in half “rarely play a role” under the contract.
“In fact,” reports Kindy, “not a single employee of any of these
companies actually works at the Lafayette office where orders
are processed. Instead, that office - which all nine listed as their
address on state forms - is staffed by an Office Depot
subcontractor.”
According to marketing analyst Rick Marlette, California has
overpaid more than $1 million in office supply purchases under
the contract. After being presented with Marlette’s findings and
other small business owners’ concerns, the state has launched
its own audit, Kindy reported.
The Mercury News analysis uncovered other pricing issues.
Halfway through the contract, Kindy reported, Office Depot
officials came to the state and asked if 40 other low-priced core
items could be swapped out for a host of generic Office Depot
brand items at the same price.
The state’s contract manager agreed but the Mercury News
analysis found instances when state employees continued to
purchase the original items, rather than the cheaper substitutes,
in some cases paying as much as much as $40 for a chair mat,
far beyond the original price of $1.84.
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Other price changes - which the state approved - came in fall
2007, according to the newspaper report, with more than 2,900
of 8,000 prices increased on a second shopping list, called the
“Market Basket.” Again, the newspaper analysis identified more
than 800 cases in which Office Depot increased the cost to the
state even though the manufacturer’s price remained steady.
In addition, Kindy reported the Mercury News went onto the
Office Depot retail Web site and found dozens of items, including
data storage tapes, toner cartridges and batteries, that were
either the same price or cheaper than the special rates stated in
the California contract.
For the full report, visit the Mercury News web site at
www.mercurynews.com/ci_8829546.

NOPA Testifies Before Congress
on Small Business ‘Fronts’
NOPA took the battle against big box use of pass-through
and front dealerships to Capitol Hill last month, when Mark
Leazer, director of sales and technology for Forms and
Supply Inc., testified on its behalf on the issue before the
House Small Business Committee.
Leazer charged mega-retailers have improperly gained
access to major government contracts intended for
independent small office products dealers through the use of
small business front companies.
In his testimony, Leazer asked the committee for help in
ending these fronts, which differ from legitimate SBAencouraged mentoring programs in which larger companies
subcontract with smaller companies to provide commercially
useful functions under a government contract.
Leazer emphasized that pass-throughs, unlike legitimate
mentor-protégé relationships, are formed for the sole
purpose of helping the large company gain improper access
to contracts set aside for small business.
Leazer said legitimate small business office product dealers
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I’m the cool new
kid on the block…
wanna sit with me?

If our new EQ chair could talk…
it would brag about its sleek contemporary style, ergonomic design and quality mesh typically found in
A-grade seating. It would wax poetic about the rigorous quality process and robust marketing support
that comes with the Alera name. But mostly it would divulge how easily it slips into your customer’s ofﬁce
like an old friend with a new look. And it might talk for a long time.

The new EQ chair…ready to talk at NeoCon 2008.

Furniture with character.

Industry News
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have lost over $100 million in annual federal and state contract business, excluding lost future sales opportunities.
He noted that government customers also are harmed by the fronts, as competition declines when independent dealers are
excluded and large national chains or their small business fronts are awarded the business under false pretences.
“With new requirements in place to more accurately measure and report federal small business contracting, and legislation
pending to reform small business contracting in general, it is time to address small business fronts, which are one of the most
glaring and widespread unfair federal contracting problems our industry faces,” Leazer contended.
Leazer’s testimony has been posted on the YouTube web site at www.youtube.com/watch?v=NwIlco7X6pY.

WorkPlace Furnishings Members Celebrate
2007 Successes at Annual Meeting
Last month’s annual meeting of the WorkPlace Furnishings dealer group had a
distinctly bittersweet dimension. There was certainly plenty to celebrate, with WPF
reporting a 10.7% sales gain for the year, compared to the 4.4% increase reported
by BIFMA for the office furniture industry overall, and some healthy rebate checks for
members.
At the same time, though, the meeting was tinged with sadness, as the the
organization commemorated the untimely death last year of its president and CEO
Dennis J. Insogna.
To honor his many contributions to the organization, WPF presented a new award,
The Dennis J. Insogna Dealer of the Year Award, at the meeting. This first-time award
went to The Phillips Group, Middletown, PA, to recognize their outstanding support
of the organization over the past year. The group also honored Insogna by awarding
him posthumously its highest individual honor, the Nathan M. Loth Award.

2007 Supplier of the Year: l to r - Adam Wayne,
Terry Nevins, Mike Parr, Global - The Total Office
and WPF President, Bob Carlson

Also recognized at the meeting as Supplier of the Year was Global – The Total Office,
Marlton, NJ.
Other highlights from this year’s meeting included:
• Introduction of new vendor partners Dar/Ran Furniture Industries and Berco
Inc., along with enhancements to WPF’s Transitions private label systems
product.
• Expansion of the group’s architectural products offering, with the addition of
custom millwork manufacturer Neocase and WFA Flooring Products, a
provider of value-priced raised flooring solutions.
• The addition of new consultants to provide dealers with support on business
succession planning and produc-tivity and profitability enhancement.

ECi Sets Sales Record in 2007, Announces
United Stationers Content for Web Storefronts
Dealer technology provider eCommerce Industries said it set
a new record for sales of business systems and related
technology solutions in 2007, adding 143 new office products
and furniture dealers to its customer base.
Separately, ECi announced a new technology agreement with
United Stationers by which ECi will be able to offer improved
web sales for independent office products dealers through
the use of United’s new eCatalog and related content.

2007 Dennis J. Insogna Dealer of the Year Award: l to
r - Hope Roadcap, The Phillips Group and WPF
President, Bob Carlson

ECi said it will work with United to integrate the wholesaler’s
enhanced e-content into its ECinteractive and BritLink5 ecommerce products, the integrated Web storefronts for the
com-pany’s DDMS and Britannia business systems.
Enhancements leveraging United’s expanded e-content will
be programmed in phases and are expected to be delivered
during the third quarter, ECi said.

continued on page 15
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The people who make the best
stamps in the world...
These are exciting times at Xstamper. Our reputation for quality and being at the forefront of stamp-making technology has never been stronger.
Our ability to satisfy our customer’s needs—by being faster and more efficient is better than ever.
It all starts with a new attitude we bring to work with us every day. It’s called teamwork, and for us that means everyone’s ideas are welcome,
everyone shares in our success, and everyone is dedicated to providing the best products and service possible.
The enthusiasm around here is contagious. We’re attracting the very best personnel, while also
retaining the best, most experienced members of our team. And most importantly, our customers
are noticing.

For More Information, please call 800.851.2686

07-00032
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TriMega Launches New E-Marketing Tool, Moves
to New Headquarters

information, visit www.trimegamarketmate.com or view a
sample at www.trimegamarketmate.com/mmplus.php .

TriMega Purchasing Association has launched a new emarketing tool for its dealer members that converts
traditional multi-page promotional flyers and small catalogs
into electronic, interactive versions incorporating animated
“page-flipping” technology.

Separately, TriMega announced it has moved to new headquarters in the Chicago suburbs.

Called MarketMate PLUS, the new e-marketing tool made its
debut with an all-new electronic version of TriMega’s
“Workplace Values” quarterly flyer and provides consumers
with the same browsing experience they enjoy with a hard
copy printed flyer, without leaving their computer screen,
TriMega said.
“We are excited to be able to add to the depth of e-marketing
tools currently available to independent dealers,” said
Michael Morris, TriMega’s vice president of marketing. “The
beauty of MarketMate PLUS is that with the smallest of effort,
a dealer can boost online conversion rates while creating a
more engaging online presence on their website,” he added.
MarketMate PLUS is available exclusively to TriMega
members, and is a free supplemental component of their
subscription to the existing MarketMate e-flyer system,
available to dealers for less $17 per month. For more

5600 N. River Road, Suite 700, Rosemont, IL 60018
TriMega’s phone and fax numbers remain the same:
Phone: 847 699 3330, Fax: 847 699 7822.

Office Products Marketing &
Advertising (OPMA) has
announced the appointment
of Karen Johnson as
business development
manager.
Johnson has more than 20 years’
experience in the marketing industry.
Karen Johnson She was the founder and creative
director of Johnson Design Group,
an advertising, design, and consulting firm, which she
operated from 1985 to 2007.
continued on page 17

HANDS

ON

management
FOR

New Business

development

Most successful dealers know how to create new business
opportunities. However, they’re usually so busy managing today’s
business, that they don’t have the time necessary for a structured
NBD effort. That’s where we come in. With a new and unique
approach and a results-driven new business development program
designed to grow top line dollars.
Managed by Art Williamson, the program is both affordable and
successful because it puts at your disposal your own, dedicated
NBD sales manager to facilitate the process.
Any effective NBD effort is dependent upon the following key elements:
I The individual calling prospects must have the ability to
qualify prospects and secure appointments for sales calls.
If you already have such a person on your staff, we will
work with that individual throughout the entire NBD effort.
In addition to creating a script with specific questions, we
will provide weekly coaching and mentoring sessions to
ensure objectives are met.
I If you don’t have a candidate internally for the telemarketing position, we suggest using a qualified temporary
employee, and we will assist with creating a job description
for the position.
I Successful New Business Development also depends upon
a highly qualified list of potential prospects. In our opinion, lists
obtained from Reich Marketing provide much more reliable
contact information than other sources. Reich Marketing
specializes in our industry and their former/current clients
include HON, Herman Miller, WorkPlace Furnishings, etc.
Our NBD projects typically run 90 days, with an option for an
additional 90 days at a reduced fee. The first couple of weeks are
devoted to refining the prospect list, cross checking against existing
customers, and scripting the questions to qualify prospects and to
secure sales call appointments. The program will start showing
results in the second month.
Ninety days into the project is when the program is building results,
which is why the 90 day continuation option is available to maintain
momentum.
For fees or more information, contact:
I Art Williamson
Office Furniture Strategies, Inc.
804.378.0189
artwilliamson@comcast.net

OFFICE FURNITURE
inc.
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In addition, Johnson was a creative partner at Why Brand
Group, an advertising agency that specialized in serving
nonprofit clients. She also worked the past six years as an
instructor at Kendall College of Art and Design.

United Stationers Ships New ‘Green Catalog,’
Adds New Content to Biggestbook.com
Web Site
United Stationers has begun shipping its new “Green
Catalog” to resellers who ordered it, enabling them to
promote environmentally-friendly products to their
customers.
The 124-page catalog is printed on recycled paper using soybased inks and features 2,500 green office products across
all product categories.
To help support resellers’ rollout of the new book, United is
also offering “Green Training” beginning this spring at locations
around the country.
Separately, United announced it has introduced “Solutions” as
a new feature on its biggestbook.com website, to offer a
broader perspective on improving work and work-spaces.

The Solutions section on biggestbook.com provides a link to
detailed information on “Organization & Effi-ciency,” “Office
Wellness & Ergonomics,” “Presentations & Meetings,”
Security & Safety” and “Everyday Essentials.”
Each destination includes articles, tools, animated demos and
product selection guides, all of which help make shopping for
business products quicker and easier. A sixth destination
collects all of the product selection guides under one
convenient heading.

New President at The Hon Co.;
Parent Company Acquires HBF
HNI Corporation has an-nounced the appointment of Jerry
Dittmer as president of the HON Company and HNI executive
vice president, reporting to Stan Askren, HNI chairman,
president and CEO.
Dittmer was previously HNI vice president and chief financial
officer. He joined HNI in 1991 and has held multiple seniorlevel financial and operational positions within multiple HNI
companies.
continued on page 18

Is something missing
from your bottom line?
How about a competitive advantage?
Direct Access is a comprehensive
turnkey furniture program complete with
contracted discounts on top brands; a
web-based ordering system; consolidated
shipping; and a robust marketing package
to help you sell more and make more. It
might just be the competitive advantage
you’ve been looking for.

$

See us at NeoCon.

Competitive Advantage Furnished and Delivered
For more information about how Direct Access can improve
your bottom line, contact United Stationers at 800-733-4000.
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Industry News

continued from page 17

Former HON Company president Eric Jungbluth has resigned
to pursue a private equity opportunity.
Separately, HNI announced an agreement to purchase HBF, a
subsidiary of Furniture Brands International, Inc. HBF, headquartered in Hickory, North Carolina, is a provider of premium
upholstered seating, textiles, wood tables, and wood case
goods for the office environment. The company has annual
sales in excess of $60 million.

C-Line Introduces Super Size Sheet Protector
C-Line Products has brought to market a new super capacity
sheet protector with tuck-in flap and a gusseted pocket that
expands to hold up to 200 sheets. Available in letter or legal
size, the Super Capacity Sheet Protector with Tuck-In Flap
comes 10 per pack and retails for $15.40 for letter size and
$18.85 for legal size.
L to R: Smead VP of sales Tom Sullivan, president and CEO Sharon Hoffman Avent, 2007
salesperson of the year John Bledsoe and Sr. VP, sales and marketing David Fasbender

Long-Time Smead Salesperson Honored
Congratulations go to John Bledsoe, a 29-year Smead
employee who was recently honored by the company as its
2007 “Smead Salesperson of the Year.”
In making the presentation, Tom Sullivan, vice president of
sales, lauded Bledsoe’s dedication to the office products
dealers in his territory. “John’s territory covers Tennessee,
Mississippi, Alabama, New Orleans and the surrounding area,
the Florida Panhandle and eastern Arkansas. His dedication
to our customers and their growth and success is
tremendous. We can think of no finer example of a Smead
sales professional than John Bledsoe.”

Longbow Adds to Consulting Team
The Longbow Consulting Group has announced that
GoldMine and CRM consultant Tammy Hegel has joined its
consulting and training team. She brings to Longbow several
years of office products industry experience, along with
extensive experience in CRM and Sales Force Automation
built around GoldMine software.

Roy Joins Dealer Technology Provider SSI
Canadian dealer technology provider SSI has announced the
addition of Richard Roy to its team as director of business
development, to support the company’s expansion in the
North American office products market. SSI has served the
Canadian office products market for over 25 years.
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Industry Veteran Jerry Gigliotti
Forms TotalPrint, New Company
Long-time industry veteran Jerry Gigliotti has announced the
formation of TotalPrint, LLC, a new company specializing in
printer fleet management, ink and toner supplies and printer
maintenance and repair.
The new company has offices in Brentwood, Tennessee and
Plano, Texas. In addition to Gigliotti, who serves as executive
vice president, other officers include Greg Greenwell,
president; Daryl Evans, VP of service, and Phil Theodore,
board member.
“Over the past 120 days we have been extremely busy
building the new company, working the acquisition trail and
actively recruiting independent sales representatives in many
different cities,” Gigliotti said. For more information, visit the
company’s web site at www.totalprint.com.

Capodiece Named New Regional Manager
at Office Star
Office Star Products has named David Capodiece, formerly
northern region sales manager for ABCO, regional manager
for its Office Division. Capodiece has been a factory sales
manager, an independent representative, and a manager in a
dealership, in addition to working for NOPA and United
Stationers. In his new position, he will work with several of
Office Star’s rep groups and also participate in managing
some of the company’s national accounts, regional
wholesalers, and e-commerce accounts.
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Support the City of Hope
Piano Foundation
Each year, the National Office Products Council of the
City of Hope organizes a special visit to the facility’s
campus, so that industry members can see first hand
the work of the doctors and researchers at the center
and the City of Hope’s unique approach to the prevention, treatment and cure of cancer and other lifethreatening diseases.
Among first-time participants at this year’s tour were
Paul Ventimiglia and Martin Clemente of XStamper,
and says Paul, it was, for him, a life changing experience.
“During our tour,” he reports, “we heard of the
unbelievable commitment from doctors, researchers,
and other personnel on the City of Hope campus, who
stressed the importance of not only healing the body
and mind but also the spirit. The healing of body,
mind, and soul involves not only the harsh reality of
chemotherapy, radiation, and bone marrow transplants, but also art and music therapy.”
To support the City of Hope’s efforts in music therapy,
Paul and Martin are soliciting funds to purchase a
piano for the children and adults who come to the City
of Hope for treatment, to be located in the Sheri and
Les Biller Patient and Family Resource Center (See
www.cityofhope.org/BillerCenter/home.htm for more
details on this facility).
Paul and Martin have set an initial goal of $20,000 for
this effort, which they hope to raise by the end of
August. “I realize all of us are asked for our financial
support,” says Paul. “However, this campaign is
personal for all of us and will provide healing mental
therapy to all patients who come to the City of Hope.
Their mental and soulful well being is essential for their
physical healing.”

Please join us and help heal the mind and
soul of the many patients in need.
Send your donations to:

Any dollar amount is welcome and all checks should
be made out to Paul J. Ventimiglia with a notation at
the bottom of your check indicating “City of Hope
piano fund”.
“When we receive the necessary amount of $20,000,”
Paul adds, “Martin and I will order the piano and have
it sent directly to the City of Hope in Duarte, California.
We will be sure to update everyone on our progress in
reaching our goal.”

c/o Paul J. Ventimiglia
557 Saddle Lane
Grosse Pointe Woods, Michigan 48236

by jim rapp

MOTIVATING
your
Salespeople
What does it take to
Motivate Reps Today?
Here’s What Some of the
Most Successful Dealers
Say...
“My salespeople are
highly motivated,”
said one dealer I
talked with recently,
“but the only problem is that they’re
not always motivated to do what I
want them to do!”
Does that sound
familiar? This dealer,
who asked that his
name not be mentioned because he
didn’t want his reps
to read that he was
complaining
about
them (“All my people
read
your
online
magazine!”) explains, “I have a really
good salesforce. Most have been with me
for a long time. We have a good
compensation plan. My problem now is
APRIL 2008

getting the reps to put more customers
online and to be more aggressive in
getting new accounts.”
The motivation problem is exacerbated
by the difficulty of finding and keeping
good salespeople, so it makes sense to
try a little harder with the people you
have. But how?

Give them Reasons
to be Motivated
If you accept the idea that all motivation is
self-motivation, then all you can do is
create conditions that help your people
motivate themselves. But there are
degrees of motivation. Some reps are
more motivated than others, or more
motivated to do one thing than another.
“Compensation is highly overrated in
motivating salespeople,” says Ron
Raccuia,
president
of
Integrity
Distribution in Buffalo, New York.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“In fact, you can say the same for any
employee. It’s true that your pay must be
competitive and seen as fair by your
people, but if you look at highly motivated
individuals, it’s mostly because they’re
skilled at what they do.
The higher the skill level, the higher the
motivation. Just like an athlete, when you
feel like you’ve prepared and you’re
nearly certain that you’re going to perform
well, the motivation is there is full force.”
Raccuia also believes that any business
needs to develop a culture that gets
everyone motivated, that constantly
strives to be better at everything they do,
and that works as a team.
“We’re trying very hard to do that,” he
says, “and salespeople have to be a part
of it. We can’t afford to have lone rangers
any more.”
continued on page 21
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Motivating your Salespeople

continued from page 20

Keep Them Focused
One of the most successful furniture
dealers in the country is Lincoln Office in
Peoria, Illinois. “How do you motivate
your salespeople to achieve record sales
growth year after year?” I asked Lincoln’s
president Bill Pape.
His response: “First, we keep all our
people focused on common objectives.
It’s not simply ‘Sell more,’ but sell in a way
to maximize profitability. We tie compensation to achieving those objectives.
There are specific products and services
we want to promote, many times related
to new products. For example, we
recently started a major push on medical
equipment—exam tables, medical/surgical
storage systems, etc., so we provide extra
incentives in this area.”
Pape adds, “From a motivational
standpoint, it’s important that our people
have the resources to support their
efforts—the technology and the tools to
work effectively. We make certain they
don’t get bogged down with a lot of
administrative tasks. Also, we don’t
believe in a lot of ‘rah-rah’ or motivational
speakers. We just make sure they
understand the direction the dealership
wants to go, how they can benefit from
helping us get there, give them support
and some direction. Finally, they need to
know that they can come to you at any
time, with ideas and suggestions, or to
ask for help.”

Provide Lots of Help
Sending reps out today with just a catalog
and a smile won’t get them very far,
regardless of how hard they work.
Beyond price and the deal, reps today
need information—all kinds of information
—and it doesn’t always need to be earthshaking. For example, Radston’s Office
Plus, Hercules, California, has had great
success talking to prospects about big
box pricing practices using research
conducted by GOPD and available to
anyone.
Dave Parsons, Frohwein Office Plus,
Coraville, Iowa, mentioned it in “The Last
APRIL 2008

Word” column in
last December’s issue. Parson’s
“Open Letter to My Customers,”
making the case for buying locally,
should be must reading for every
dealer rep.
Motivating salespeople to go after
new business is always a
challenge. Furniture and equipment dealer Mt. Lebanon Office
Equipment Co., Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, makes it a lot easier
for their reps by finding and
qualifying leads, reports Mt.
Lebanon’s Jim Droney..
Their general manager spends at
least an hour every day calling leads
that they get from various sources—
the business press, social contacts,
networking, etc. They also subscribe
to “CoStar,” a real estate data base,
which provides online information
about every office building in the area—
names of tenants, building managers,
when leases expire, and so forth.
“Education and motivation go together,”
says Tom Smith, The Phillips Group,
Middletown, Pennsylvania.” We partner
with Krista Moore and several other
industry consultants. “They bring fresh
ideas. In the course of a year, we throw a
lot of training, both inside and outside, at
our reps. We don’t expect every rep to do
everything that’s in every training
program—we don’t want them to think
we’re turning them into robots. Rather we
want them to take the bits and pieces and
mold them into their own masterpiece.”
Chuck Inwood, Nickerson Business
Supplies, Monroe, Ohio, would certainly
agree with Tom Smith about the benefits
of training when it comes to getting new
business. “We have always had a strong

focus on developing new business. We
talk about it all the time and make the
point that if every rep spends a little time
each day trying to get new business, that
our dealership on average, will get one
new customer per day, five per week,
and that’s all we need to continue our
double-digit growth!”

The
Compensation
Conundrum
A common topic of conversation
when dealers get together is, “How do
you pay your reps?” or “What do you do
that works?”
The history of dealer compensation for
reps has always been heavy on the
commission side. Why is this the case,
when the sales job has changed and
continues to change and measuring sales
productivity becomes more difficult? In
addition, a growing percentage of dealer
sales are coming in online and customers
who start ordering that way may not have
even seen a rep.
continued on page 23
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Motivating your Salespeople
Should you continue to pay for a sale of
long ago? The answer I hear from dealers
is, “Commission plans are hard to change
and there’s always the issue of fairness. Will
a new plan favor one person over another
or be seen as a way to cut my pay?”
There is also the worry about losing reps
if you make any significant changes.
Some dealers tell me that a lot of young
people today do not want any job that has
a commission element.
Perhaps the more important question
dealers should ask is, “What am I getting
in productivity for what I’m paying out in
total compensation for each of my reps?”
taking into consideration the fact that
motivation results from a lot more than
dollars in the pocket.

Short-term Incentives
Conventional wisdom says that shortterm incentives should be just that,
perhaps no more than two or three
months in length, that they should be
uncomplicated, that the rewards should
be available to every rep, not just one or a
few winners, and that there should be an
element of recognition (“Look what I did!”)
If the incentive is tied to a dealer’s specific
business goals, so much the better.
A popular program at the Phillips Group
is their “Money Wheel.” Salespeople
earn a certain number of points for
accomplishing certain goals. When a rep
reaches a certain point level, he or she
gets one spin of the money wheel and
can win cash or other prizes valued at
between $50 and $100. The wheel
makes lots of noise, and other reps and
office workers gather round to cheer the
rep on.
“We have other incentives and contests,”
says Phillips’ Tom Smith, “but the money
wheel gets the most interest. We paid
out $19,000 last year and the money was
well spent!”
Any contest with just one winner means
there will be losers, and should be
approached with caution, while a team
working together toward a single goal
can be highly motivating.
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continued from page 20

Winnie Ary’s Tips on
Motivation
 Be fair and honest when it comes to how
compensation issues are addressed.
Nothing will demotivate a sales team more
than constantly changing how they are paid.
And don’t change everyone’s compensation
program because of one person.
 Provide skilled, trained internal support. If
you want salespeople to stop doing so
much customer service work and do more
selling, make sure they have good support.
They will not turn over customer service
work if they think it will not be handled well.
 Provide skill development training. Never
assume that selling skills are a “birthright”
and easy for anyone to do. Motivational
speeches are just that, motivational
speeches. Sales training must include “how
to’s” not just “to do’s.”
 Get rid of the “but’s.” Never ever praise
someone for something they have
accomplished and then add, “But you would
not have made your quota without that big
furniture order.” Keep praise sincere and do
it often. If you have “constructive criticism”
to offer, make it a separate issue.
 Hold salespeople accountable for
performance. When you don’t, the better
performers lose respect for management.
Winners do not want to work with
deadweight sales people.
 Lead, don’t lecture. Today, people under
the age of 35 will tell you they do not want to
work for someone who talks to them like a
father, mother, uncle, big sister or elderly
aunt. Your salespeople are men and women
who want good leadership, not lectures.
 Establish a culture in your company that
calls for personal and professional integrity
and respect for others. If the sales manager
is a good person with good business ethics,
your sales team will become the same. Do
as I say rather than what I do, won’t work
anymore.
 Strive for oneness, not sameness.
Show appreciation for salespeople who
are willing to try new ways to accomplish
their goals. Create an environment that
encourages change and new ideas and
you will have a great sales team.
Industry consultant Winnie Ary, recently
retired but still offers her book, “How to
Become a Superstar Sales Professional.”
Contact Winnie by phone at (352) 7513330; E-mail: Winnie@arygroup.com.
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Recognizing the Limits
If all motivation is self-motivation,
and most people would
be hard-pressed to tell
you what really motivates them (think
many things), perhaps there’s a limit
to how much any
dealer can do to
increase the motivation
level of the salesforce,
or any employee for that
matter.
Today’s workforce, with baby boomers
working alongside the Generation Xs and
Generation Ys, presents a challenge for
all dealers, How do you get the 15- or
20-year veterans who are where they
feel they need to be financially to try a
little harder? Certainly it will be quite
different for the new 20-something rep
who wants everything and wants it now!
Getting the basics right will do a lot more
to motivate than any carrot or stick.
There’s a lot to consider—working
conditions, benefit plans, education and
training, supervision, and all the things that
dealers have talked about in this article.
Marshall Lager, editor of CRM magazine,
recently described the difficulty of getting
salespeople to use a CRM. Says Lager:
“Salespeople as a breed are resistant to
change, especially when the change
affects how they do their jobs. Over time
they develop their own way of doing
things that fits best with their individual
personalities and goals.
“Salespeople—especially commissioned
ones—feed themselves on their ability to
translate their way of doing things into
revenue for their employers and themselves. How do you ask people to
change something so central, not just to
their livelihoods, but to their lives?”
I would add, “This is not just about using
CRM, but about everything they do.”
I hope the ideas presented here will be
helpful to you. Please let us know what
works for you and we will pass the ideas
along in future issues of INDEPENDENT
DEALER.
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Dealers continue to tell
me how difficult it is to
recruit talent. A recent
survey by Bersin &
Associates supports
this concern, finding
that two of the three top
talent challenges relate
directly to recruiting: gaps
in the leadership pipeline
and difficulty in filling key
positions.
When it comes to recruiting and selecting (or for
that matter, keeping) talent,
the process is often unsophisticated, little different
than it was decades ago,
and frequently disappointing. Many firms often have no
process in place for identifying,
assessing, recruiting, developing,
and retaining talent.

Are you prepared to
recruit talent?
How good are your recruiting
skills and those of others in your
organization who are involved in
the interview and selection process? If you want to find and keep
the very best people you can, you
need more than just a passing grade in
this critical area.
What priority does your company assign
to attracting and retaining talent? If the
priority is high, it means you are committed
to the process of training—to improving recruiting skills and interviewing techniques,
reference checking, and assessment methodology.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E.
Kuhn & Associates, is a noted
industry consultant, writer, and
speaker with over 35 years of
industry experience. He consults
with dealer principals and their
management teams in areas of
strategic planning, leadership and
organizational development,
marketing, financial management,
valuation and merger/acquisition.
For more information,
contact Bill by phone
303-322-8233, fax 303-331-9032,
or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.

It also means that you’ve effectively identified the
talent and skills you need, as well as the hidden
skills and talents that already exist in your
organization.
Finally, have new and creative approaches to
recruitment been tried to meet the needs and
desires of talented applicants you wish to hire?
Essential Aspects of Preparedness
Make hiring and retention a big deal. If recruiting
and developing talent is a major concern and
challenge—and it should be—include human resources
at the heart of your goals and business plan.
Re-evaluate how you hire, develop, reward, and retain
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your talent. Train your human resource professionals in
recruitment, communication skills, and the understanding of today’s workforce, and its desires and
requirements.
Any person involved in staffing should also know what to
look for among applicants (including talent) and be able
to explain to any recruit where the company is headed
and the opportunities it offers them. The additional cost
of training will be more than offset by higher performance and lower turnover.
Assess your culture and market your company. A
healthy culture is essential to attracting and keeping
best talent. Culture matters to the entire workforce—
baby boomers, Generations X and Y, male and female,
young and old. They are all seeking the right organizational culture to satisfy their personal and professional
goals.
Strong cultures have a sense of vision, are performance
driven with standards of excellence, and built on a sense
of community and trust. If improvements need to be
made to strengthen your culture, work with the talent
you have toward that improvement.
Assuming a positive culture, your company should market
itself and its culture to potential applicants similar to the
way in which it markets its business to attract
customers. The key in marketing to customers is
differentiation; it’s no different when recruiting talented
applicants.
Look internally; consider existing employees and their
hidden talents. Re-recruit your top talent, providing
them with opportunities for learning, growth, advancement, and reward.
A prerequisite is knowing where the talent and potential
talent lie. Additional training and development of existing
talent may be better than hiring an unknown outsider.
And remember, if you don’t re-recruit your talent, other
recruiters and competitors may do it for you.
Develop creative approaches to recruiting. Some
recent successes in recruiting approaches have
included team interviewing, engaging more of your
people in identifying and seeking talent, and moving
towards a task-based definition of a job. If it’s the task
that’s important, not the hours spent, then flexible
schedules and telecommuting can attract and retain
high-quality employees.
Are you taking the necessary steps to recruit best
talent? Dealers with a strong culture, who invest in
human resource professionals and who are smart
enough to identify talent and “close a sale” will
capitalize on talent opportunities that other dealers will
miss. And use that new found talent to keep their
businesses strong and growing.
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Now, Discover
Your Strengths:
How to Develop
Your Talents and Those of the
People You Manage
by Marcus Buckingham and Donald Clifton, Ph.D.
By Vicki Giefer, Vice President of Marketing
S&T Office Products, Saint Paul, Minnesota

Unlike many other “self-help” books, “Now, Discover Your
Strengths” helps those of us who are managers focus on our
own strengths and the strengths and talents of our people and
make them even stronger and better able to overcome
challenges.
I particularly liked the book’s presentation of Tiger Woods as an
example of how to go about developing your talents.
Tiger is extraordinarily good at his long game and his putting, but
he’s ranked just 61st in bunker play. He chose to improve his
play from the bunker just enough to get better but not to
compromise a strength (his long game).
By maintaining a strong and accurate drive, he rarely finds
himself in situations where he has to get himself out of bunkers.
The authors’ point: Focus on further honing the strengths you
have as a way to overcome or mitigate your weaknesses.
The book provides further guidance to help us discover our
strengths through an online self evaluation process. Much like
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (which focuses on the ability to
know your personality and how you communicate), there are
neither right nor wrong answers.
Instead, once we discover which of the basic themes we
possess, we can leverage them for powerful results for our own
development, for our success as managers and for the success
of our organization.
We’ve already used the book with two of our three sales groups
and as we did with “The Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People,” we’ll continue to use it to help reinforce our core
elements as we pursue success.

K. Coaching, LLC has all the tools and
resources you need to compete with
the power channel!
Here are what people are saying about K. Coaching LLC:

“We have worked with Krista Moore and K.Coaching, LLC over
the past year and our revenue is up 22%!”
“We have worked with Krista Moore and K Coaching, LLC over
the past three years and our sales revenue has had double digit
growth in each of the those years!
I Consulting
I Coaching Programs
I Training
Call today for information about
our Spring and Summer Sessions
919-554-4505 • www.KCoaching.com

I’m often asked, “How can we motivate our employees?”
This is a difficult question to answer without some knowledge of a customer’s business environment and
information on the employees who do not seem particularly motivated. Everyone is motivated is different
ways, and motivation is a set of attitudes that directs behavior. I believe, as I’m sure many of you do, that
motivation comes from within. When trying to motivate others, consider what you can do to influence and
affect a person’s actions, rather than simply asking, “How do I motivate them?”

First, try to understand why a person does what
he or she does, and what is driving his or her
behavior. Ask yourself how you can coach and
manage an individual so he or she will become
motivated and achieve results. Here are a few tips
on how you can motivate others to be the best
they can be every day:

Krista Moore is President of
K Coaching, LLC an executive
coaching and consulting
practice that has helped
literally hundreds of
independent dealers
maximize their full potential
through enhancing their
management systems, sales
training, and leadership
development. For more
information, visit the K
Coaching web sites at
www.kcoaching.com, for
coaching and consulting
programs and
www.opwebinar.com for the
latest online training courses.
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 Identify what type of leadership and
management has influenced your own
motivation in the past. Make a list of what I
call “Good Boss/Bad Boss” characteristics.
What were some de-motivating circumstances
in your own past? What is your frame of
reference for how you motivate others today?
You might be trying to motivate others based
on what a previous boss did to you, rather
than understanding what the employee really
wants and needs.
You may begin to recognize how those
managers who understood you the best
managed to influence your motivation. Maybe
they pushed the right buttons, to provide you
with the right opportunities.
 Identify any potentially de-motivating
circumstances both inside and outside your
employees’ work environment. In order to
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figure out what motivates others and
understand how you can influence them, you
want to identify any potentially negative
circumstances in play, and determine if you
are able to remove them. Try to identify the
factors that may be contributing to low levels
of motivation, and see if they are within your
control to change. The following are some
common conditions that have a negative
impact on employee motivation:
 Low morale
 Lack of interest or challenges
 Competitive environment
 Stress and pressure to perform
 Family problems
 Depression
 Change
 Values are disrespected
Perhaps you have some sales reps that don’t
seem motivated by money. Your immediate
reaction might be, “Well, then they shouldn’t be in
sales.” But that’s not necessarily true. Many
people derive a great deal of satisfaction from
receiving recognition for their hard work and
effort, and this type of reward gives them the
necessary drive.
continued on page 28
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Motivating Others

continued from page 27

Another common source of de-motivation comes into play
when values are disrespected. Perhaps an individual highly
values workplace respect and professional behavior but
finds themselves in the midst of co-workers or even
managers who do not share or embody those qualities.
Such a situation is a motivation killer. Or perhaps an
employee highly values trust and integrity. They may have
seen examples of distrust or dishonesty, and this impacts
their own motivation.
Understand that motivation occurs when these basic
needs are being met. Many of us are familiar with Abraham
Maslow's hierarchy of needs as a theory in psychology. All
of us, argues Maslow, have the following needs:
 Survival: food, clothing, water, shelter, money
 Security: job insecurities, customer rejection
 Belonging: sense of being a part of something, a
team, treated fairly, social, empowered
 Self-Esteem: feeling confident, valued as an
employee, recognition, prestige, empowered
Research shows the more employee needs a company can
meet, the more motivated their workforce. There are some
simple ways to build your management plan to address
Maslow’s theory. It might involve nothing more than
creating a team atmosphere and making individuals
understand the company vision and the important role they
play in the success of the organization. Provide your team
with activities that will empower them as well as help them
recognize their contribution and make them feel more
confident.
Take the time to complete the motivation exercise.
Consider a particular individual whose attitude and
behavior you would like to influence. Collect a list of
thoughts and ideas on great ways to motivate based on the
following:

Motivation Exercise:
 Make a list of motivation activities that have worked for
you.

 Describe a current situation where you are having a hard
time motivating others. What are their wants, needs or
work values?

 What can you do differently to influence their attitude and
behavior?

What are their “wants,” their specific goals?
Why are they so important, what need do they
satisfy?
How can you influence their attitude and motivation?
The best example I can provide is when a boss of mine
knew that outside of work, my kids were extremely
important to me. He knew I wanted to be able to provide for
them, be a positive role model, and maintain a better
work/life balance. I recall arriving back in the office at 4:00
p.m. one day, after a three-day work trip; my boss came in
and said, “The numbers looks great for the month; you have
been traveling and away from home most of the week.
Please go home now, and take the girls to dinner on the
corporate card as a thank you for all of your hard work and
effort.” I’m not sure if he actually knew how that motivated
me, or how intentional it was, but I was high for six months.
He probably got even more work out of me, because of his
actions. It satisfied all of Maslow’s needs, but it was tailored
specifically to me and what I wanted and needed.
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Motivation is essential to your success and to the success of
your company. Motivation increases productivity, minimizes
anxiety, maximizes skills and talents, decreases turnover, and
attracts the best candidates.

Don’t delay.
Begin today to intentionally work on what you can do
better to motivate others!
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by tom buxton

During the past few
months I have frequently
been asked for my
perspective on how
independent dealers
should exploit Office
Depot’s troubles in
Georgia. When a
mega-competitor
loses a sole-supplier
contract valued
conservatively at $40
million annually, because
of persistent pricing
irregularities and their
failure to perform on
multiple fronts, that’s
good news for
independents
everywhere.

Tom Buxton is founder and CEO of InterBiz
Group, a consulting firm that works with
independent office products dealers to help
increase sales and profitability, For more
information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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The key question, though, is how to exploit Depot’s embarrassments most effectively.
I have advised those who asked to make Rick Marlette’s report, available on
www.opsoftware.com/ga, mandatory reading for their reps. At the same time, however, I’ve
urged them to use extreme caution when (or if) they present anything to a customer or
prospect.
The “Law of Unintended Consequences” can bite you in a place you won’t like if this type of
information is used at the wrong time or in an improper manner. But, I hear you saying, “Tom,
this stuff is so good, why won’t it help me convert the customer?”
Let me tell you a story about a totally fictitious sales manager we’ll call “Tommy”. Ok, if you
want a last name, let’s call him “Tommy B.”
Many years ago, Tommy B worked as a VP of sales for a large office products
company we’ll call “The Dutch”. One day he discovered some information about one
of his competitors that indicated they were making huge profits on some customers.
This company was also using tactics with these customers that Tommy and his reps
thought were less than ethical. So, appointments were set with the customers to
describe the benefits of dealing with “The Dutch” and to expose the other company’s
weaknesses.
Now don’t think for a minute that Tommy and his reps just blurted out, “You’re being
ripped off!” No, they used all the best sales techniques, asking many open-ended
questions to identify key “needs,” find the prospect’s “pain,” etc., etc.
However, Tommy and his team had set their agenda well before the first meeting.
Their goal: To expose the “duplicity” of an unscrupulous competitor and lay bare his
overall evil intentions.
As it turned out, there was only one small problem with Tommy’s plan. When damning
evidence of huge margins and other shenanigans was provided to the customer, they
didn’t respond in the way they were supposed to.
In one case, the customer countered that all office products dealers were crooks and
promptly went out to bid with fixed price as the only criteria. Another case was even
worse. The customer listened to all our evidence and then decided to stay with his
present supplier and cease all communications with Tommy and his firm.
The moral of this fractured tale (remember, it is totally fictitious) is that exposing your
competitor could leave some teeth marks on your own anatomy. The practices exposed in the
GOPD report are certainly cause for concern, to say the least, but you and your reps may not
be the best folks to disclose such information to customers.
If a customer asks, feel free to briefly summarize your understanding of the situation, but I
believe you will take a huge risk if you attempt to expose any competitor as a cheater.
Remember the sad tale of Tommy, though keep in mind, it is only hypothetical. After all, no
one I know could have been so dumb, could they?!
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Buying Green:

Unintended
Consequences of the
Government’s New
Policy

By Paul A. Miller

At the end of last year, the White House issued a new proposed policy
letter calling on federal agencies to develop and implement "green
purchasing policies and affirmative procurement programs.”
The new policy requires agencies to give preference to green products and services,
including: alternative fuels and alternative fuel vehicles; bio-based products; Energy
Star and Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP)-designated products;
electronics registered on the Electronic Product Environmental Assessment Tool; low
or no toxic or hazardous chemicals or products; non-ozone depleting substances;
recycled content and/or remanufactured products; renewable energy; and waterefficient products.
The policy was issued by the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) and would
apply to all acquisition and contracting mechanisms, including service contracts,
purchases made using government purchase cards and fleet cards, and purchases
valued at less than the micro-purchase threshold.
Paul Miller is a founding
partner in Miller/Wenhold
Capitol Strategies, LLC,
providers of direct and
grassroots lobbying,
legislative and regulatory
tracking, advocacy planning
and implementation and
related services. Before
setting up Miller/Wenhold,
Miller served as government
affairs director for the
National Office Products
Alliance and the Office
Furniture Dealers Alliance
(NOPA/OFDA). In addition to
his lobbying and regulatory
monitoring activities, Paul
also provides consulting
services to businesses on
selling to the federal, state
and local government
markets. For more
information, visit
www.mwcapitol.com.

OFPP would also require that each federal agency develop and implement a
comprehensive affirmative procurement plan for the acquisition of green products
and services, also to be referred to as a "green procurement plan." At minimum, the
plan would be required to:
 State a preference for the acquisition of green products and services, and
require the flow down of this preference to all agency contractors and
subcontractors;
 Explain the green acquisition roles and responsibilities of contracting
officials, program managers, product specifiers, purchase card holders, and
program administrators;
 Promote the acquisition of green products and services internally within
the agency and externally to source providers and other government
agencies, including agencies at the state and local levels

continued on page 31
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Buying Green:

continued from page 30

 Provide for annual compliance monitoring, corrective
action, and/or auditing of the agency green
procurement plan:
 Include the development and use of templates for
incorporating green purchasing requirements into
solicitations and contracts;

Under the new proposal, individual agency personnel will not
have the expertise or experience necessary in “greening policy”
to carry out the mandate for purchase and use of green products
and services in a uniform fashion.

Cause for concern
There are some serious concerns that need to be addressed
before this new policy is fully implemented to prevent another
situation in which government creates more unintended
consequences by trying to do the “right thing”:

 Use government e-procurement tools, such as
FedBizOpps.com, to publicize green acquisition
requirements;
 Use past performance evaluations of contractor
adherence to green acquisition priorities;
 Implement "automatic substitution policies" for the
procurement of "functionally equivalent" green
products and services in place of non-green orders for
the same products and services ordered through
central supply agencies such as the General Services
Administration or the Defense Logistics Agency;
 Include requirements and preferences for the use of
green products in all newly awarded services
contracts, or in re-competitions of existing services
contracts;
 Encourage the incorporation of requirements and
preferences for the use of green products during
modifications of existing services contracts; and
 Require GSA, DLA, and other contract supply
agencies to supply "designated green products" and
to "phase out any competing non-green products from
their catalogs and on-line ordering systems."
Under the policy letter, agencies would be directed to first
determine their specific performance requirements for products
and services and, if they determine that a green product or service
can meet those requirements, to give first consideration to
mandatory and preferred sources in obtaining such green
products or services.
Also under the new policy. small businesses, including small
disadvantaged, women-owned, Native American, Alaska Native,
Historically Underutilized Business-Zone, and service-disabled
veteran-owned businesses, are preferred sources.
Conceptually, this looks like a good thing—both for the
government and for small businesses. But if you dig deeper,
concerns emerge that the program will not be implemented as
the Administration envisioned. Here’s why.

 The new proposal lacks specific standards for
agencies to rely on in making the evaluations called for,
and it does not spell out methods for applying green
programs "to the unique circumstances of a
government contractor."
 OFPP needs to further identify how the government
intends to aid agencies and contractors when it comes
to implementing and adhering to the new green
procurement requirements. It suggested designating
an agency or other government body to provide
assistance, oversight, and coordination during the
"transition into the new era of green procurement.”
 The new proposal needs to be more specific with
respect to how the government will hold executive
agencies accountable and ensure they are meeting the
proposed green procurement requirements.
The bottom line: “Greening the Government” may mean more
costs to the government, unintended consequences and lost
opportunities for small business unless more clarification and
guidance are issued before full implementation.
We have seen over the years all too often how great ideas can
be marred by failing to provide both the resources needed to
fully implement them and the training required to ensure the
government is living up to its new mandates.
The 1994 Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act is a great
example. On paper, it looked like a good idea, but the way it was
implemented is still causing problems for small business 14
years later.
Let’s not go through the same process as the government seeks
to try to help the environment. The ones who will feel the impact
of any unintended consequences will once again be small
businesses.

It’s all well and good to require agencies to meet new mandates,
but if you don’t have trained personnel in place to implement
those mandates, the benefits for government, small businesses
or government buyers start to disappear very quickly.
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Article

continued from page 2

But make no mistake; it's there…

THE INVISIBLE WALL OF
Your buyer knows it's there and sees it with perfect clarity. It's the
elephant in the room that they rarely tell you about. One brick at
a time, year after year, it was built with the mortar of false

DISTRUST.
So how do most sales reps deal with the
wall? Here are a few ways for starters:

promises and layers of incompetence.

 They are unaware it exists. (Not
after reading this).

MBA students in my Sales Management and Strategies course at

 They ignore it.

Baltimore’s Loyola College are fairly reserved. When I asked them

 They shift blame (not my fault, the
last rep did that to you).

to think about the perceptions they have of sales people, hands
started flying toward the ceiling. “Dishonest,” “Money motivated,”
“Interested in making their quota,” “Don’t listen,” “Don’t follow
through,” “Talk too much” and the list goes on. Suddenly, they all

 They go around or over it (a great
way to turn the wall into a
fortress).

find their voices at once. More proof the wall exists.

 They lower their price (sorry, it’s
still standing tall).

Trust, as Stephen M.R. Covey calls it, is the one thing that means

 They delay or procrastinate.

everything. Without it, friendships dissolve, marriages deter-

 They give up.

iorate, communities divide and governments fall.
On the other hand, high trust relationships strengthen people,
teams, organizations, cities and even countries. In the business
world, sales people who seek trust-centered relationships will

What can people selling
their products, services or
ideas do about it?

experience a road less traveled but find it a worthwhile journey.
continued on page 33
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The Invisible Wall of Distrust
The wall
exists
because
salespeople
inside and
outside
of your
industry have
violated the
same basic
principles
that I call
the five
pillars of
TRUST.

continued from page 32

Transparency: Have no hidden agendas. Don’t say

Sincerity: Show the customer that you care. The old

your product can do something you’re not sure it can
do. Be upfront about anything and everything that the
customer could perceive as a “surprise”. Someone
once said, “It takes twenty years to build a reputation
and five minutes to destroy it.”

saying that people don’t care how much you know until
they know how much you care still rings true. Be
honest and genuine. Customers can see through the
invisible wall and they can also see through insincerity.
What can you do tomorrow to show your customers
that you are sincere?

Reliability: Making promises that you keep are trust
deposits. Making promises that you break are at best
withdrawals and at worst, overdrafts. Follow through
on your commitments. According to a recent study
published in the Harvard Business Review that rated
the biggest mistakes sales people make, one in five
reps fail to follow through.

Transform: When you’re viewed as a “me too”
supplier, the only way you can provide value is to lower
your price. That’s a pattern that leads to nowhere.
Instead, bring your customer to a new place. Help
them uncover a need that no one has revealed to them
and then lead them to a desired outcome.

Understanding: According to that same study, one

Putting the five pillars of TRUST into practice
help you break through the wall of distrust.

in five sales reps don’t listen to customer needs. “First
seek to understand, then to be understood,” says Dr.
Stephen Covey. From my 26 years in the sales arena,
too many reps “show up and throw up,” dumping
irrelevant information and experience. Listen, listen
and then listen. Instead of thinking about what you
want to say next, try clarifying anything you’re unsure
about. Then understand the impact on the customer.

And trust is everything.
Mark Slatin spent the last 13 of his 25 years in sales and sales management
career with Boise Cascade/OfficeMax where his sales organization grew
from $28 million to $50 million in just three years. He developed Trust
Centered Selling, a sales training program that blends a sales process with
the fundamental ingredient for loyal, long-term relationships-trust. Mark
also serves as an Adjunct Professor at Loyola College in Maryland teaching
sales management and strategies to MBA students and is a contributing
editor to S. P. Richards’ OnPoint Magazine. He can be reached at 301-7178959 or on-line at www.truecolorsconsulting.com.

JOHN THAYER

has got the
office products business in his blood.
As a boy, he and his brothers would
help out at the dealership his father
Jim founded in Portland, Oregon in
1955. After graduating from college in
1981, it provided John with his first
full-time job and when his parents
were ready to retire in 1985, it was
just a natural thing for him and his
brother Mike to buy the business from them.
Fast forward to today and you’ll find John Thayer again at the helm of a thriving office
products business called J. Thayer Company. But it’s not the same dealership by any
stretch.
John and his brother sold the dealership to U.S. Office Products in 1996 and after
working three years for USOP, he left the industry entirely. But when Corporate Express
bought USOP in 2001 and John’s non-compete contract expired, it was time to come
back and he started up a brand new dealership that in just six and a half years has
grown to some 45 employees and annual sales of around $14 million.
But if John Thayer is genetically wired to succeed in office products, there’s another
side to the family that has an equally strong pull. His mother Patricia was a violinist
and singer and music was always a constant part of Thayer family life, John recalls.
Press that fast-forward button again and today, brother Tommy is out on the road,
under several layers of full-face make up, clad in spandex and playing lead guitar for
legendary rock band KISS.
John’s own tastes may be somewhat lower key, but music is just as important for him.
“I started dabbling in songwriting and playing classic rock with some local buddies in
the early 1990s and it just progressed from there,” he explains.
Today, in addition to his office products business, John is also a co-owner with Tommy
of EON Records, a Portland-based record label dedicated to supporting up-andcoming talent in the Pacific Northwest and beyond. Included in the label’s talent roster
is John Thayer himself, with two CDs of his own, “Letting Go” and “Ideology.”
You can hear sample tracks from both albums on the www.eonrecords.com web site
or visit John’s MySpace page at www.myspace.com/johnthayermusic. If you like the
sounds of bands like the Beatles or Coldplay and singer-songwriters like Jackson
Browne or James Taylor, chances are you’ll like what you hear.
How does John balance two very different careers? “They’re both very important to
me,” he says. “I’m an entrepreneur at heart, I grew up in office products and I really
like the people in the industry—pretty much across the board. But I also have a real
passion for music and that’s important too.”
Those two passions combine to keep John pretty busy these days. On the music side,
he’s putting together a new band and looking at some local or regional performances
later this spring. Meanwhile, an aggressive new business development program has
just rolled out at his dealership aimed at
countering any downturn in the local economy
and keeping sales on an upward curve.
It makes for a hectic schedule most days. But if
everything works out as planned, chances are
John Thayer will be singing all the way to the
bank for a good long while!
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Time for
Manufacturers
to
Take a Closer
Look at How
They Support
Independents

Here’s why: With more and more dealers becoming nonstocking and relying on the wholesaler for product, a large
portion of today’s manufacturer reps’ income comes from
wholesale purchases. But because wholesale distribution
centers are typically located in major cities and may ship
across two or more state lines, there’s often a disconnect
between territory coverage and the point of purchase.
For example, a rep who covers my part of Texas may get
absolutely no compensation for calling on me, while their
counterpart who lives near the distribution center gets paid on
my purchases, but is not obligated by my vendor to call on me.
A logical solution would be to make the rep’s assigned territory
match the distribution area of the wholesale distribution center
which they are responsible for. This would assure that the rep
who is being compensated is also obligated to call on dealers
in the entire service area of their distribution center(s).

by

Sandy
Grodin
El Paso Office Products

THELast

Word

As El Paso Office Products gets ready to enter its
seventh year of operations, we have much to be
proud of and much to be grateful for. Unfortunately,
however, there is also much that we are increasingly
frustrated about.
Our dealership is primarily stockless and our firstcall wholesaler, S. P. Richards, has played a major
role in supporting our growth since we opened for
business in 2001. That’s the good news. The bad
news is that over the past seven years, even as
we’ve grown, the level of support we’ve received
from the manufacturers whose products we sell has
been minimal at best.
Increasingly, it seems, the fact that we source our
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products primarily from the wholesaler rather than buying
them direct and stocking them makes us invisible to most
manufacturers. And the situation is made worse by the way
manufacturers currently structure their independent rep
compensation.

We cannot blame the rep, who may be willing to visit, but
cannot even recover travel expenses. So we must put the
responsibility on the manufacturers, since they are the ones
who control the distribution of compensation to their reps.
Putting it simply, our vendors need to reevaluate who
commissions are paid to, and/or who is responsible for
servicing the dealer(s) in a given region. Meanwhile, we as a
dealer continue to receive virtually no new product training,
very little support with sampling programs and have struggled
to get manufacturers to participate in any kind of local
consumer show.
This has led to a situation that can only be described as loselose for all concerned. Obviously, our dealership suffers, but
so do the manufacturers who are so reluctant to give us their
support. We could be selling a whole lot more of their products
if they gave us just a little help in the marketplace.
This whole situation is particularly ironic, given the tremendous
push our big box competition is giving to private label
programs today. In many ways, independents—whether
they’re stocking or stockless—represent the last best hope of
any manufacturer remotely interested in preventing their own
brand being overwhelmed by a tidal wave of big box
packaging.
As an industry, we’ve always done better when we work
together as partners. Today, when the stakes for every element
of the distribution chain are higher than they’ve ever been, it’s
just too bad not more people recognize that fact and act
accordingly.
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